Top Tips
The average UK home could save £280
and 1.1 tonnes of CO2 by being more energy
efficient. Everyone has their favourite top tip
for making savings, here are some of ours...
• Use a tiered steamer for cooking vegetables as just
one ring can cook several vegetable varieties at the
same time.
• If you have a fan oven, turn it off 5 to 10 minutes
early as the oven will maintain its temperature and
continue cooking for this time.
• Use your oven to its full potential (e.g. bake a cake
when cooking your roast or put in a casserole when
baking a pie)
• A room decorated with pale colours needs less light
than darkly coloured rooms.
• Defrost your fridge regularly - the more ice the more
electricity it uses.
• Dry washing outside when you can, a tumble dryer
will cost about £17 over the summer months.
• Don’t dry washing directly on radiators, this cools
the room and makes your boiler work harder, it also
causes condensation issues.
• Wait for a full load in dishwashers and washing
machines, to cut down on ‘wasted’ electricity. And
remember, washing at 30°C uses 1/3 less electricity
than washing at 40°C.
• Check to see that windows and doors are closed
when heating or cooling your home.
• Use your curtains and blinds to help regulate the
temperature in your home. Closing curtains earlier in
the evening in the winter months keep heat in and
keeping blinds closed in the bedroom will keep it
cooler in the summer.
• Once a week take a shower instead
save £18 in energy bills per year.
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• Your roof collects enough water to fill 450 water
butts per year. You could even use this water to
wash your car.
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